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Abstract: During the routine undergraduate dissection of the Thyroid Gland of a sixty year old male cadaver in the department of Anatomy, Gandhi Medical College, it was observed that the presence of Levator Glandulae Thyroidae on both sides of isthmus of Thyroid Gland. This type of variation is observed only once in our study of about 150 specimens observed in Anatomy Department from 2004 to 2013, hence presented for its clinical importance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of morphological variations of the Thyroid Gland is essential for the surgeons in the region of the neck as it can mislead the diagnosis. It is also important for clinical beginners to have thorough knowledge of these variations because they often search for the gland too high in the neck. It should be palpated from behind the subject with the middle and index fingers lying just above the sternoclavicular joint across the trachea, as though spreading the converging sternomastoid muscles. Because of its facial attachments the gland moves upwards with swallowing and therefore, it slides under the examining fingers.

Thyroid gland occupies an important position in the centre of the visceral compartment of the neck, lying astride the trachea just above the thoracic inlet. The gland has two lobes, shaped roughly like slender pears, hugging the antero lateral aspect of the cervical trachea from the level of thyroid cartilage to the 5th or 6th tracheal ring. The lobes are joined together across the midline by a thin isthmus. A variable sized pyramidal lobe arises from the isthmus somewhere along its upper border near the midline. Muscle fibres present in it are named as Levator Glandulae Thyroidae and they are innervated by external laryngeal nerve. [1]
II. **CASE REPORT**

During the routine dissection in an adult male cadaver, it was observed that the presence of two fibrous bands without any muscle tissue extending upwards from the isthmus bilaterally and they are united to form a single fibrous band attached to the lower end of the thyroid cartilage as shown in Fig. 1.

III. **DISCUSSION**

In comparison with the literature by earlier authors the present case study revealed an important variation of the Levator Glandulae Thyroidae which is entirely fibrous in nature without any pyramidal lobe and it is bilateral in origin and fused to form a single fibrous band attached to the thyroid cartilage. Moore and Persaud have stated the pyramidal lobe is seen 50% of population and the muscular band may be of smooth muscle fibres and that the pyramidal lobe and the associated muscle represents the persistant part of the distal end of the thyroglossal duct [2]. According to Gregory and Guse, Soemmering’s levator glandulae thyroidae is an accessory muscle which runs from the hyoid muscle to insert partly on the thyroid cartilage and partly on the isthmus of the thyroid gland [3]. Bourgey (1831) described and illustrated a muscle which he called as “hypo-thyroïden” which occupied the place of pyramidal lobe [4]. Godart (1847) reported a case in which the structure was indeed muscular on the basis of nitric acid test for the muscle. Soemmering’s muscle is same as the hypo-thyro-glandulaire of pointe, the levator glandulae thyroidae superficialis medius at longus of Krause and the musculus thyroiden of Merkel; its usual full name in the literature being levator glandulae of Soemmering [5]. Huschke (1845) spoke the structure only as glandular while he mentioned nothing about the muscle [6].

IV. **CONCLUSION**

A thorough knowledge of thyroid anatomy and its associated anatomical variations are very much essential so that these anomalies are not over looked in the differential diagnosis of the neck pathologies and helps in better planning for safe and effective surgeries.
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